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Happy Friday!
A few views to ponder…
Team Connections - the complexities of virtual, hybrid, in-office,
etc. make it extremely important to explore your communications
plans to make certain everyone is covered.
JobMetrx Survey - If you are seeking new opportunities, take part
in our survey to share the tools you are using in your search.
Mask up - better to be safe than sorry!
One fun fact!

Effective Virtual “Teams”

Where in the world are you?

Our thought bubble: It’s becoming more and more important to test
the impact of continuing to operate virtually on how effective your team
is operating. Are you paying enough attention to how your associates
really feel about their work.
Why it matters: Effective teams are built on trust, communication, and
good leadership. The premier teams establish trust in each other and
communicate effectively with the leader achieving the benefit. Virtual
work requires a new look as to how trust is established and maintained.

Job Search - it’s in the numbers…

Call…call…call…

What they're saying: “The more you go, the more you get” was the
mantra of a ferry boat captain on Lake Champlain. Job Seekers should
use the same approach! Call…write…call…repeat.
Our thought bubble: Take part in the JobMetrx online survey by
clicking here. We continue to research the best approach to locating a
new position. Help us help you by participating!

Mask up!

Wearing face masks cuts the number of new Covid-19 infections by
53% and is regarded as the single most effective tool against coronavirus,
according to a new peer-reviewed study published in the British Medical
Journal.
Bottom line: Stay ahead of the game and protect yourself - and others by wearing your face mask as directed by CDC.
Go deeper: Read further by clicking here.

One fun fact!

Thanksgiving - not just a US thing! Thanksgiving is a
national holiday celebrated on various dates in the United States,
Canada, Grenada, Saint Lucia, and Liberia. It began as a day of giving
thanks and sacrifice for the blessing of the harvest and of the preceding
year. Similarly named festival holidays occur in Germany and Japan.
Thanksgiving is celebrated on the second Monday of October in Canada
and on the fourth Thursday of November in the United States and around
the same part of the year in other places. Although Thanksgiving has
historical roots in religious and cultural traditions, it has long been
celebrated as a secular holiday as well.

It is a time to be thankful, and we are…thanks for your loyal following!
Have a safe and enjoyable Thanksgiving - hope you are able to take
advantage of some time off to give thanks, spend some family time, do
your own thing, or just enjoy snacking!
Be safe and mask up!

Feedback
Anonymously tell us what you thought of this newsletter. Your responses
will help us create better content for you!

Was this edition useful?

Click here to unsubscribe.

Like this style and format? Request access to Axios HQ — the tool and
templates you need for more engaging team updates.

